
SAN ACADEMY GROUP OF SCHOOLS 

Circular regarding Online classes for June  

Dear Parents  

Warm wishes from San Academy.  

With our strong will and determination, we are all with a positive hope to face this 

existing COVID 19 challenge. 

 

Life should proceed and be adaptive to all the unprecedented crisis that emerges over the time 

in this world.Every member of San Family is looking for the day to reunite and hopefully 

praying for the situation that could come under control and comfort. Based on the regular 

follow up of government updates and decisions, we at San Academy make very 

crucial decisions to keep the education of all our Sannites in an active and lively mode.  

 

Every member of San Family has been actively oriented towards the execution of the 

online classes both in academics and nonacademic areas. All creative and possible ways was 

smartly handled by our team members at San Academy with the able guidance of our 

Managing Director Ms.R. Archana. 

 

 We with a positive outlook accepted that this lock down is building new bonds and 

connections between parent, child and the school. It has shifted the focus from "Schooling 

only at School to School - home collaboration for learning"  

This symbiotic relationship is expected to continue for the month of June as well. 

The school will provide online classes for both Scholastic and co scholastic areas of 

education. 

 

Please note that the following details would have been or will be reaching you,  

* Online June month portions  

* You tube Subject teaching links for all subjects including third language subjects. 

* Time table schedule for the webex online classes. 

* Class notes and worksheets for the subjects. 

 We expect your kind co operation to be extended further until the situations and possibilities 

turns out favourable and safe. 

 

  This decision to continue virtual instruction was made after careful consideration of the 

existing situation. Apart from this the management is also taking most important initiatives to 

make the school physical environment safe and infection free zone once the kids are in the 

possibility to join their school routine.  

 

Hope and pray for such moment in life. 

With all confidence we seek your support which you have been rendering all these years. 

 

Thanks  

Take care. Stay safe. 

 

Regards  

San Academy  

 


